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The only thing that should be applied to the.dll file is the Strings.resw file and not the.exe file itself. Strings.resw is only used
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by the game. Ive tested it on my end and it works as it should. So if you find a problem with this patch then it is not the mod
itself. Everything is fine and it will work as you have already tested on your end.Thanks to all that have tried this mod. Ive tested
it on three different computers and it all works fine. Hopefully, if I wasnt lying, this will work for you too. Please give it a try
and let me know if it works out for you. You need to add
"Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\FileExts\.dbx" to the registry. The one that i had to try was
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Bioshock 2\Strings\Cf\BSP_Obj_name_message.txt" Spoiler Edit: For the ones that are asking about
the file mentioned in this topic, sorry. I dont have it. I only have the game itself and the files in my steam library. I havent ever
used that modpack or wanted to try it out. I tried with the Bullseye Rifle. It only seems to work for SR3. I'm using PB5. The.dbx
file is in my Steam library, the.txt file is in my game folder. BTW, does the serial number will appear as "001" or "011" when
the gun has not been activated? I tried "004" to no avail. Also, after activating the Bullseye Rifle and the firing animation is
completed, the gun falls into the cieling. It's not a big deal. I also get a little message that appears after I pick up the gun. I'm
trying to get the Bullseye Rifle mod. I've tried both the.rar and.zip file and none of them worked. I've followed the instructions
from a different thread and it appears that I've installed it correctly because I get a new folder called "mod" in my "steamapps"
folder. When I launch the game and open the weapon bag, the Bullseye Rifle is there. However, it doesn't appear on my
character's weapon rack. I tried installing it on my 82157476af
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